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Background
Aim
• To raise awareness of the draft APN and to encourage engagement
Current situation

• Current APN106 “Actuaries and Long-term Insurance in South Africa”
• Version 5 as from 31 December 2012
• Directed primarily at statutory actuaries
• No similar guidance for non-life insurers as the current statutory actuary
role for non-life insurers is very limited

Background
Why change?
• Insurance Act (2017)
• Combines the prudential supervision of both life and non-life insurers
(and insurance groups) into one Act

• Removes the role of the statutory actuary and instead creates the role of
the Head of the Actuarial Function, which is one of four mandatory
control functions
• Role requirements given primarily in draft Prudential Standard GOI 3

Scope of review
Life Assurance Committee
• Primarily intended to be for the HAF
• But includes other (senior) actuaries working in life insurance
• Expect little or nothing in the current APN106 to be removed

• Add clarity regarding the specific requirements for the HAF
• Update references to SAM legislation
• Separate statutory versus professional
• Consider adding a section in respect of market conduct or TCF

Scope of review
Short-term Insurance Committee
• Draft a new guidance note specifically to provide advice to actuaries
performing the role of the HAF
• Provide specific guidance on the role of the HAF, STIC’s interpretation of
the relevant SAM prudential standards, and considerations in fulfilling
each area of responsibility
• Initially separate from life assurance

Development of the APN
The team

Life

Non-life

• Simon Louw (chair)

• Lisa Pines

• Colin van Zyl (LAC chair)

• Jaco van der Merwe

• Rob Williams

• Kavi Pather

• Gary Voss

• Annemarie Sinclair

• Wynand Louw
• Alex Roux

• Gareth Tennick
• Vivek Moodley
• Raymond Bennett

Development of the APN
The process
• November 2015 – independent sub-committees of LAC and STIC formed
• No draft GOI then, only PP83 and BN158
• September 2016 – draft sent to life practising certificate holders

– draft sent to STIC and presented at convention
• March 2017 – life version completed (still no GOI)
• April 2017 – first GOI 3 released for comment
• August 2017 and March 2018 – further 2 rounds of draft prudential
standards
• September 2017 – request to combine life and non-life
• April 2018 – version approved by LAC, STIC and PMB

Development of the APN

• GOI 3
• Possible peer review
• Sufficient detail to be
meaningful
• Practicable
• Clarity
• Statutory requirements
• First line / doing

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Existing guidance
Current board expectations
Professional judgement
Experience (life)
Brevity
Professional obligations
Second line / reviewing

Key changes
• Replace Statutory Actuary with Head of Actuarial Function

• Inclusion of both life and non-life insurers
• Alignment of statutory duties to the requirements of GOI 3, in particular new
sections to cover opinions or advice to be provided on:
o the adequacy and reliability of the technical provisions and solvency
capital requirement (now section 4)
o the financial position, which overlaps with much of the existing APN106
sections on “duties of statutory actuaries” and “the actuarial
investigation” (now section 5)

o stipulated policies (now section 7)

Key changes
• Copying of most of APN106 section on product design, premium rates and
policy conditions (now section 8)
• Copying of most of APN106 section on allocation of profits (now section 10)
• Re-arranging of paragraphs relating to Reasonable Benefit Expectations into a
Treating Customers Fairly section (now section 9)

• Removal of sections on derivatives and the actuarial committee as these are
seen as no longer relevant, or are covered by other requirements
• Removal of section on “an actuary as a director…” as this was deemed to be
generic to the profession and not specific to insurance

• Addition of section on transfers and other significant transactions (section 11)

Run-through
• Front page

Application: “Heads of Actuarial Function who perform their duties in
terms of the Insurance Act (18 of 2017) including Actuaries who support
or review this function or who act in a similar capacity. Additionally
Actuaries responsible for the underlying work, on which the Head of
Actuarial Function relies, should duly consider this practice note.”
• Definitions
• Main section
• Supplementary note

Run-through
1.

Introduction

2.

Responsibilities of the Head of Actuarial Function

3.

Appointment and termination

4.

Technical Provisions, MCR and SCR adequacy reviews

5.

Review of financial position

6.

Dividend

7.

Opinion on stipulated policies

8.

Product design, premium rates and policy conditions reviews

9.

Treating Customers Fairly (TCF)

10.

Allocation of profits reviews

11.

Transfers of business and other significant transactions

Sections 1 to 3 – introductory
• Delegation and reliance

• Independence
• Statutory duties and professional responsibility
• Reporting

Section 4 – TP and SCR review
• Key new section in the APN

• Initially “assurance”, now “opinion”
• Adequacy and reliability of Technical Provisions, MCR and SCR
• More specific than “financially sound” or “solvent”
• Hence, guidance quite detailed covering:
o Data
o Assumptions
o Methodologies and models

o Comparisons of actual to expected

Sections 5 and 6 – financial position
• The thinking is that section 4 refers to the GOI 3 requirement to provide
opinion on TP and SCR
• Whereas section 5 refers to the advice around the financial position, typically
understood in terms of the published reporting basis
• But it includes the GOI requirement for advice on “financial soundness”
which is to be interpreted as the prudential basis
• So there is some unavoidable overlap between sections
• Also includes economic capital and ORSA
• “Risk monitoring” kept from existing APN but placed in context

Section 7 – stipulated policies
• Most of existing guidance on investments and derivatives removed as seen as
no longer necessary or relevant
• Opinions on stipulated policies new (arguably implied by existing guidance)
• Underwriting policy was a challenge to provide guidance
• Note the new requirements regarding adequacy of reinsurance arrangements
(in addition to the policy)

Sections 8 to 10 – customers
• The theme of these sections is “customers”

• Most carried forward from existing guidance
• Section 9 on “TCF” is really the existing guidance on Reasonable Benefit
Expectations – but allows for possible future expansion under COFI

Section 11 – transfers
• This is a new section to cover the HAF’s duties under GOI 6

• No longer just an independent actuary regarding transfers
• HAFs of affected insurers must provide opinion on the soundness of any
transfer
• Or other significant transaction (Companies Act):
o Disposal of all or a greater part of the assets of the insurer
o Amalgamation or merger
o Scheme of arrangement
o Compromise with creditors
• In evaluating, HAF’s should apply previous sections of APN
• Covers soundness (statutory), as well as policyholder impacts (professional)

Comment period
• Open for comment until 15 June

• Comments can be sent to Simon Louw at simonl@sanlamsky.co.za
• Aim to release by end-August
• Intended to be effective from 31 August
• Probable review in a few years’ time

Questions and discussion

